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To dwelop the creative skills of students.

To develop awareness about their culture and the importance of Diwali festival.
To inculcate the skill of competence in their life.

To encourage learners to appreciate, accept and respect other's efforts and creativity.

Description:

T'e Diwali Festival of Lights shines into our lives with ideas for better living and relationships,,
Outer lights point to inner lights and helps to keep them burning.

-r ", 
a 1s the most beautiful and popular festival of India, about 90o/o of Indians celebrate this festival with

;':a: enthusiasm, This festivalof lights is celebrated on the darkest day of the year, which is no moon day
c-: gives message to eliminate inner darkness which has been holding you with several negative
rnolghts, To tell the importance of this auspicious festival an activity based on the theme',Candle
Decoration"was conducted forthe students of class I in their respective classrooms. Allthe students were
r,timated beforehand about this activity. They were asked to bring 72" thick candle, material for
cesigning and decorating candle, adhesive etc. All the students participated with great zeal and
enthusiasm in this activity' Some of them used waste materials to add creativity and value to their work.
They very calmly decorated their candles using different materials like glitters, coloured tape, thermocol
bails, decorating material, waste material (buttons, old cd's etc.). This activity helped them to polish their
creative skills and helped them to be calm and patient, They used constructive ideas to exhibit their
creativity. During the activity, they were briefed about the reason for celebrating Diwali festival in India
and why Diwali is called the Festival of Lights, This helped them to enrich their knowledge about their
culiure and understand victory of good over evil, All the students performed well in the activity. Five
ertries were selected from each section out of which best five were awarded. overall, it was a highly
notivating and creative activity which all students enjoyed a lot.
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